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Uncover dazzling cities that are hiding in plain sight!Colorists, puzzle fans, and adventure seekers,

take note: you will love this color-by-number book that is unlike anything youÃƒÂ¢&#x80;&#x99;ve

ever seen before. Grab your colored pens or pencils and start coloring the numbered

shapesÃƒÂ¢&#x80;Ã‚Â¦and in no time at all, youÃƒÂ¢&#x80;&#x99;ll free the images concealed on

the page. Your odyssey will take you on a dazzling journey through numerous cities, uncovering

artistic gems that are hiding in plain sight.YouÃƒÂ¢&#x80;&#x99;ll unearth stunning cities such as

London and Morocco; iconic landmarks such as the Rialto Bridge in Venice and the Chrysler

Building in New York; and hidden gems like the HallgrÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âmskirkja Cathedral in

ReykjavÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âk, Iceland. Once youÃƒÂ¢&#x80;&#x99;ve completed them, perforated pages

allow you to pull them outÃƒÂ¢&#x80;&#x94;making them perfect for decorating, framing, or giving

as gifts. ItÃƒÂ¢&#x80;&#x99;s all just waiting to be liberated by you as you color each one, breathe

new life into these pages, and uncover stunning and intricate works of art in your Color Quest.
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If you have the right expectations, this book can be a great deal of fun! The idea is that you color in

areas according to a color key and reveal an architectural landscape. In addition there is a page of

thumbnail coloring guides to the design.This is a very large format coloring book - almost 11 by 15

inches, with the design on single-sided, perforated pages. There are 20 different designs, in a range

of complexities, though most are fairly complex.Things to consider if you are thinking of getting this



book:--the individual areas to color can be quite small, the size of a match head in some. With the

large page size, it will require some sustained effort to finish an image. So if you like

quick-to-complete designs, you may find it frustrating. If you like a prolonged coloring project

though, this will likely satisfy.--between the small areas to color and the fact that the outlines and

color number are printed in a very light gray (so as not to interfere with your finished colored page),

you will want to have very good light to work on the designs. You may also want a piece of

cardboard underneath to help stabilize the book as you work, if you don't have a desk/table to work

on. With the very light gray lines, this is not a coloring book for someone with poor eyesight,

problems with eyestrain, or low lighting situations.-- if you really want to get fairly close to the colors

in the color keys, you'll need many more than just primary colors, or patience with mixing,Some of

the designs are very geometric and pattern-like - almost like a quilt, and others more realistic but still

stylized, like a graphic travel poster A nice selection of buildings from around the

world.CONTENTS:Shanghai skyline, ChinaDubai skyline, United Arab EmiratesTokyo skyline,

JapanThe Great Mosque of Djenne, Djenne, MaliChrist the Redeemer, Rio de Janeiro, BrazilSeattle

skyline, WA, USAHallgrimskirkja, Reykjavik, IcelandThe Louvre, Paris, FranceThe Taj Mahal, Agra,

IndiaThe Colosseum, Rome, ItalyRialto Bridge, Venice, ItalyThe Sultan Ahmed Mosque, Istanbul,

TurkeyWestminster Palace, London, United KingdomKinkakuji (The Golden Pavilion), Kyoto,

JapanCologne Cathedral, Cologne, GermanyThe Winter Palace, St. Petersburg, RussiaAzadi

Tower, Tehran, IranEiffel Tower, Paris, FranceMarket Square, Wroclaw, PolandSalzburg,

AustriaCopenhagen seafront, DenmarkMilan Central Train Station, Milan, ItalyBrandenburg Gate,

Berlin, GermanyTyn Church, Prague, Czech RepublicSydney skyline, AustraliaBurano island,

ItalyNew York skyline, NY, USAThe Chrysler Building, New York, NY, USANdelbele painted

houses, South AfricaSt. Basil's Cathedral, Moscow, Russia

LOVE LOVE LOVE all of the color quests! Please come out with more soon! These are all

challenging without being impossible. The only negative is the fact that most pages require multiple

shades of brown or multiple shades of gray, which I don't have. So the finished product isn't always

accurate. But I don't really care, I just enjoy the process. I highly recommend!

Excellent detail, beautiful pictures. Every color quest book I've bought so far has been incredible,

looking forward to seeing more in the series!

What a challenge!! I am thoroughly enjoying it. I have been working on the first image for a couple of



days, which is the Seatle Space Needle. So many spaces to color and 14 different colors (15 if you

include "white").Each page in the book is a different cityscape. One city per page, but thin enough

for bleed through so be aware. I am using Bic Markers ultra fine and bleed through is constant. They

will be greatnto hang when completely!!I found my self calm and thinking as I color this. Great books

for a meditation I find. What a sense of accomplishement when completed, too. I am half way there!

This is the most detailed "color" book I have seen . The author has given the artist full page

cityscapes from all over the world to color in. The backgrounds are white with the shapes of

buildings or scenery. Some of the pages have squares, circles or hexagons to color in to make the

picture. Each page has a color pallet, so areas with a #1 are a certain color. Some of the cityscapes

are from Japan, Iceland, Italy, India, and France. The author takes the artist around the world. Some

of the specific scenes are The Louvre, The Colosseum, Copenhagen seafront, and the

Brandenburg Gate. To me this will take a lot of patience and careful concentrating to color each spot

carefully with the specific color. The author indicates to the artist who to use color pencils or pens

effectively. With patience you will create a gorgeous picture.
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